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Abstract

Drying drops of colloidal dispersions have attracted attention from re-
searchers since the nineteenth century.Themultiscale nature of the problem
involving physics at different scales, namely colloidal and interfacial phe-
nomena as well as heat,mass, andmomentum transport processes, combined
with the seemingly simple yet nontrivial shape of the drops makes dry-
ing drop problems rich and interesting. The scope of such studies widens
as the physical and chemical nature of dispersed entities in the drop vary
and as evaporation occurs in more complex configurations. This review
summarizes past and contemporary developments in the field, emphasizing
the physicochemical and hydrodynamical principles that govern the pro-
cesses occurring within a drying drop and the resulting variety of patterns
generated on the substrate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evaporating liquid drops are ubiquitous. Raindrops (water drops falling through air), fog (tiny
water drops suspended in air), and dew (water drops condensed on the surface of grass, spiderwebs,
etc.) are common examples of natural phenomena involving drops. The fate and transport of
drops generated during natural human activities such as breathing, coughing, sneezing, and talking
are of interest in the context of airborne diseases such as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),
measles, or tuberculosis. Chemical and other engineering processes that involve drops comprise
various types of spray operations, such as drying, coating, painting, atomization, two-phase flows
in columns, and droplet microfluidics. Typically, drops generated during natural or human-made
processes encountered in day-to-day life are (a) suspended in a stagnant ormoving fluid, (b) flowing
through a narrow channel, or (c) residing on surfaces. Drops suspended in a stationary fluid may
assume a spherical shape, depending on their Bond number. The Bond number is the ratio of
gravitational force to surface tension force and is given byRd

2�ρg/σ , whereRd is the characteristic
size of the drop, �ρ is the density difference between the liquid and the surrounding fluid, g is
acceleration due to gravity, and σ is the interfacial tension between the drop and the surrounding
fluid. Similarly, a drop placed on a rigid solid substrate assumes a spherical cap shape when the
liquid that constitutes the drop partially wets the solid substrate and the Bond number is smaller
than one.

Liquid drops generated in unit operations and processes relevant to chemical process in-
dustries, food technology, medicine, biology, and other disciplines usually contain dissolved or
dispersed components or a combination of both. This is also the case for respiratory drops. The
nature of the dissolved or dispersed species is specific to the intended use of the drops in a partic-
ular process. Evaporating liquid drops containing nanoparticles or colloids, polymers, surfactants,
proteins, DNA, blood cells, bacteria, viruses, salt and other soluble matter, and so forth have been
the subject of considerable scientific exploration via experiments, theory, and simulations for more
than two decades. Most recently, investigators have studied the lifetime and evaporation of virus-
loaded drops generated by humans and animals in the context of understanding the spread of
COVID-19. The transport of pathogen-loaded drops through air as an aerosol or deposited on
solid surfaces is a complex problem that requires the attention of researchers across engineering
and scientific disciplines. When the liquid from drops containing dissolved or dispersed material
evaporates, a residue of these materials is left behind.When drops dry on solid substrates, the spa-
tial distribution of the solids in the final deposit is typically referred to as an evaporative pattern
or evaporative stain. The study of evaporation-driven pattern formation when drops are dried has
generated considerable interest because of its relevance in diverse areas including, but not limited
to, disease diagnostics, forensics, adulteration detection, surface patterning, fabrication of colloidal
crystals, electrochemical sensing and electrocatalysis, paint formulation, and printing technology.
To date, most of these studies have focused on achieving control over the distribution of solids in
evaporative deposits.

The spatial distribution of solids in dried deposits that are dispersed uniformly or present as
molecular species in the drops prior to complete evaporation of the solvent is dictated by the
transport processes (i.e., momentum, heat, and mass transport) that occur in the drying drops.
Some of the most common transport processes that arise when drops dry on solid substrates are
evaporation-driven flow of solvent due to pinning of drops to the solid surface, fluid flows driven
by a gradient in surface tension, loss of mass of the solvent via evaporation, evaporative cooling and
associated thermal Marangoni flows, and mass transfer due to condensation when drops dry in a
high-humidity environment. Dispersed species such as particles in a drying drop respond to these
processes, leading to particle transport. In addition, dissolved species in a drop can precipitate
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out of the solution as its concentration increases, leading to crystallization. Therefore, although
evaporation of liquid drops on solid surfaces may appear simple, it encompasses many coupled
processes central to chemical engineering.

The remainder of this review is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a historical
perspective of the drying drop problem. Next, in Section 3, we present an analysis of the variety
of patterns formed when a sessile drop of colloidal dispersion in contact with a substrate is dried.
We then discuss the heat and momentum transport processes in spherical and sessile drops and
describe the origin of the convective and Marangoni flows in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, we
describe recent developments in the study of various complex fluids subjected to drying processes,
and in Section 7, we discuss the study of drying processes in complex configurations.We conclude
in Section 8 with a brief summary of our current understanding of the field and the scope for future
development. This review is certainly not exhaustive and cannot accommodate all developments
in the field. Therefore, we refer the reader to excellent reviews that have appeared in the literature
from time to time (for reviews from the past decade, see 1–13).

2. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The first reference to the motion of particles in an evaporating liquid drop containing dispersed
particles appears in a report by Robert Brown published in 1829 (14). This report names the
evaporation of liquid as the principal cause of particle motion. Brown argues that the fluid current
that is responsible for particle transport is directed from the center to the circumference. Particle
motion in the initial stages of evaporation is reported to be minimal or imperceptible, becom-
ing more obvious at later stages. Toward the final stages of evaporation, the convective currents
are observed to be very rapid. Such intriguing particle motion occurs in particle-laden drops ex-
posed to air, but not when such drops are immersed in oil, a conclusive proof of the existence of
evaporation-driven flows. These phenomenal experimental observations on drying particle-laden
drops, although qualitative in nature, clearly demonstrate (a) the motion of particles from the cen-
ter toward the circumference or the edge and (b) a substantial increase in particle velocity in the
final stage of evaporation.

In 1956, Vanderhoff & Gurnee (17) used an optical microscope to examine the evaporation
of aqueous dispersion drops (1% concentration) containing monodisperse latex particles with a
diameter of 1.2 µm. As solvent evaporated from the drop, the latex particles were found to ar-
range at the edge of the drop in a close-packed manner. The deposition process was spontaneous,
with the particles forming regular hexagonal arrays. Kulnis & Unertl (15) reported experiments
demonstrating the arrangement of particles in the dried deposit formed by the evaporation of
sessile drops containing 0.1% polystyrene particles by volume on a freshly cleaved mica surface.
Figure 1a, imaged by a surface force microscope, shows a close-packed band of polystyrene parti-
cles, with a thickness of a single particle, intersecting with another band of particles.These authors
do not discuss the distribution of particles across the area of the deposit, nor do they mention the
location of the particle bands shown in Figure 1a.

In 1994, El Bediwi et al. (16) reported an atomic force microscopy investigation of particle-
laden drops dried on solid substrates of different wettabilities. These authors studied the drying of
aqueous dispersions of model colloidal spheres (styrene-butadiene latex, 160–190 nm in diameter)
on glass, mica, calcite, and cellophane substrates.Figure 1b depicts an arrangement of particles in
the deposit formed by drying 0.5 µL drop (9.6 × 10−6 volume fraction) on a cellophane surface.
A band of densely packed particles is visible at the edge of the drop. El Bediwi et al. hypothesized
that as water evaporates from the drop, an outward flow directed toward the edge is set up. The
inhomogeneous distribution of particles in the dried deposit (i.e., the presence of more particles at
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Figure 1

(a) A surface force microscopy image of an 10 µm × 10 µm area showing an arrangement of polystyrene (PS)
particles at the edge of the deposit, formed by drying dispersion of PS particles on a mica surface at 20°C
(15). The monolayer deposit is labeled 2. (b) An atomic force microscopy image of the dried deposit,
consisting of styrene-butadiene latex with a diameter of 160–190 nm, formed on a cellophane surface. A
band of particles at the edge of the deposit is visible at the top right corner (16). (c) A typical dried pattern
resulting from the evaporation of volatile liquid from a spilled drop of coffee.

the edge compared with the interior of the deposit) is attributed in part to the change in fluid–air
surface tension and capillary forces during evaporation.

Deegan et al. (18, 19) provided the first comprehensive analysis of the drying of particle-laden
drops on solid substrates. Figure 1c shows the deposit that forms when liquid from a coffee drop
spilled on a solid surface, such as a table or a saucer, is completely lost due to evaporation. The
results show that the accumulation of particles at the edge of the dried pattern is not limited
to drops containing colloidal-scale particles. The formation of a distinct ring-shaped deposit is
evident even though the coffee particles in the drops are initially distributed uniformly. Deegan
et al. discuss the connection between the drying of drops containing colloids and coffee spills,
which led to the introduction of terms such as the coffee-stain effect and coffee-ring formation.

These studies also put forward the conditions under which edge or peripheral deposits typ-
ically form. First, the continuous medium in which the particles are dispersed must evaporate.
Second, when placed on a solid substrate, the drop should have a nonzero contact angle. Third,
the contact line of the drop must be pinned to the initial position during the course of drying.
During the evaporation of solvent from drying drops, the contact line on the substrate may move;
however, this movement may not always be smooth. Since no substrates are atomically smooth,
their surfaces will always possess physical and chemical heterogeneities. Such heterogeneities can
inhibit the local motion of the contact line, resulting in pinning of the contact line on the substrate.
Depending on the strength of pinning, two different modes of evaporation may be observed. The
first is the constant contact radius (CCR) mode, in which the contact line remains pinned during
the observation window. Correspondingly, the contact angle systematically decreases (Figure 2a).
The second is the constant contact angle (CCA) mode, in which the contact line is not pinned.
Instead, the contact line continuously recedes, and the contact angle remains constant throughout
the observation window (Figure 2b). Surface tension forces maintain the equilibrium contact an-
gle, θ , during this process. In general, most of the experiments show that particle-laden drops
evaporate via a combination of CCA and CCR modes. The drying of drops in CCR mode
is a prerequisite for the formation of ring-shaped deposits. The outward flow of solvent (see
Section 4) that carries the particles from the drop interior to the edge, as imaged by time-resolved
microscopy, conclusively proves that ring deposits form as a consequence of the flows generated
due to loss of liquid from drops evaporating on solid substrates. In addition, the mass of particles
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Figure 2

Schematic representation of a side view of drops evaporating in (a) constant contact radius mode and
(b) constant contact angle mode. The solid line represents the initial drop shape profile (at t = 0), and the
dashed lines represent the drop shape profiles as drying proceeds. The evolution of the contact radius, R(t),
and of the contact angle, θ (t), during the course of evaporation in each mode are shown on the bottom.

in the ring increases with time in a power-law fashion, regardless of the type of particle, dispersion
medium, or substrate wettability.

Although detailed (albeit qualitative) accounts of particle motion in drying drops date back
to 1829, insights into the physics of hydrodynamic flows in evaporating drops, the exponential
increase in research in this area, and the application of drying-induced pattern formation in various
disciplines are certainly due to the remarkable contributions of Deegan et al. (18, 19).

3. EVAPORATION OF PARTICLE-LADEN DROPS:
TYPICAL DRYING PATTERNS

Research over the past 25 years has established that the particle distribution in deposit patterns
left by drops dried on a solid, nonporous substrate is determined by numerous parameters. These
include (a) the drop configuration, such as drops residing on a horizontal substrate (sessile drops),
inverted or hanging drops (pendant drops), or drops on inclined surfaces; (b) particle concentra-
tion, size, and shape; (c) the properties of the carrier fluid; (d) environmental conditions such as
temperature and humidity; (e) the temperature of the substrate and properties such as wettability
and surface roughness; ( f ) the presence of salt, surfactant, or other species along with the parti-
cles; and (g) external fields (e.g., electric, magnetic, gravitational, or acoustic).We refer the reader
elsewhere for more details on these aspects (4, 8, 20–27).

A plethora of evaporation-driven deposit patterns have been reported. Here, we summarize
some commonly observed characteristic deposit patterns that form when particle-laden drops are
dried.Figure 3 presents two-dimensional (2D) low-magnification microscopy images of different
types of dried deposits, along with one-dimensional (1D) height profiles.The distribution of parti-
cles in the patterns can be quantified in terms of number density, defined as the number of particles
per unit area. 1D intensity profiles have also been used as a qualitative indicator of particle distri-
bution in dried deposits.Figure 3a–e depicts the drying of a dilute aqueous dispersion of hematite
ellipsoids. The dried deposits’ visually appealing color is due to the inherent reddish color of the
iron oxide particles, providing qualitative evidence of the distribution of dark red and pale yellow
colors representing, respectively, higher and lower concentrations of particles in the pattern.

Figure 3a shows the coffee-ring or coffee-stain pattern, most commonly seen when drops dry
in a sessile configuration. In these deposits, most of the particles are present at the edge or pe-
riphery (which appears as hills in the height profile), with very few or no particles in the interior
region of the deposit (flat region in the height profile). If the particles in the drying drop are too
large (∼10-µm-diameter polystyrene particles with a density of 1,050 kg/m3), then sedimenta-
tion interferes with the particle transport to the edge (30). In addition, colloidal (particle–particle
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Two-dimensional (2D) low-magnification micrographs showcasing different types of dried deposit patterns
formed by drying of particle-laden drops on nonporous solid surfaces. (a) Coffee rings or coffee stains.
(b) Uniform deposits. (c) Coffee-eye deposits. (d) Central dome. (e) Asymmetric deposits. ( f ) Multiple rings.
One-dimensional (1D) representative height profiles that provide evidence of typical distribution of particles
in the deposit are shown as continuous solid lines below each pattern. Each 1D profile illustrates the height
distribution along the dashed vertical line in each pattern. Panels a and b adapted with permission from
Reference 31. Panels c–e adapted with permission from Reference 28. Panel f adapted with permission from
Reference 29.

and particle–substrate) interactions dictate the formation of coffee-ring deposits. When both
particle–particle and particle–substrate interactions are repulsive, there is neither particle–particle
aggregation nor adhesion of particles to the solid substrate; as a result, coffee-ring formation is
favored (25, 31). A recent study showed that the drying of drops containing microgel particles
at highly dilute concentrations leaves monolayer or single-particle-thick coffee rings (32). Such
monolayer coffee-ring deposit patterns form when (a) the particles in the drying drops are sur-
face active, such that they spontaneously adsorb to the drop surface, and (b) the concentration of
particles in the drop is below the monolayer concentration, which is the particle concentration
sufficient to cover the entire area of the drop surface. Monolayer coffee rings can also form when
highly dilute dispersions of nondeformable particles are dried (30).

Further investigations into the structure of coffee-ring deposits have revealed various particle
arrangements. As discussed in Section 4.4, below, the deposition is driven primarily by convective
flows to the pinned contact line. If the timescale of convection is much shorter than the Brown-
ian timescale of the particles, then a disordered arrangement of particles is obtained. On the other
hand, a crystalline arrangement is obtained if the convective flows are slower. A significant fraction
of particles are incorporated into the coffee ring during “rush hour,” wherein the flow velocities
are relatively large and, hence, the resulting particle arrangement during this period is amorphous
(33). Therefore, reducing the duration of the rush hour (say, by using a less wetting surface) as well
as increasing the diffusion process of dispersed particles can help in the crystallization of particles
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in the coffee ring. The crystalline arrangement itself may vary (say, from square to hexagonal par-
ticle packing; 33) in a given ordered deposit. However, general guidelines, or even the possibility
of the existence of such guidelines, for obtaining a crystalline arrangement of particles in other
kinds of deposits are not known. The order–disorder transition in the arrangement of particles
has also been observed in deposits of colloidal rods and soft-microgel particles (32, 34).

The suppression of coffee-ring formation can lead to uniform deposits (Figure 3b). In these
patterns, particles are homogeneously distributed throughout the deposit area. In other words,
the number density of particles in such deposit patterns, on average, is the same everywhere. The
coffee-ring formation can be suppressed by inducing particle motion away from the contact line.
Such motion can be generated by several methods, including substrate heating, subjecting drops
on the substrate to surface acoustic waves or oscillations, and adding surfactant or surface-active
polymers. Therefore, the relative strengths of (a) the flow that drives the particles away from the
contact line and (b) the outward radial flow that depends on the contact angle of the droplet and
drives the particles toward the contact line dictate the distribution of particles in the dried deposit.

One of the most relevant applications of studies of pattern formation via drying drops involves
suppressing the coffee ring and obtaining a uniform deposit of particles. Several factors are known
to inhibit coffee-ring formation: Marangoni flows (35), nonspherical particles (36), addition of
surfactants (24, 37), addition of polymers (polymer brush) (38, 39), heating of the substrate (40–
42), continuous depinning by the addition of salt (43) or sugar (44), use of nonwetting surfaces (45),
interfacial adsorption of particles (32), and modulation of the surface charge of the particles and
substrate (25, 31). The formation of a viscoelastic network of particles on the drying drop surface
influences the flow field in the drop and facilitates suppression of coffee-ring formation (36, 46).
The inward Marangoni flow that inhibits the accumulation of particles at the contact line can also
arise when the drying drops contain surface-active molecules such as surfactants (24, 34, 37, 47).
Themicrostructure of the deposits shows coffee-ring and uniform deposits when dispersion drops
containing similarly and oppositely charged particle–surfactant mixtures, respectively, are dried
(48). In the latter case, the nature of the pattern depends on the concentration of the surfactant,
the interplay between Coulombic and hydrophobic interactions, and the adsorption of particles
to the interface.

In the coffee-eye deposits shown in Figure 3c, along with the formation of a thin coffee stain
at the edge, there is an accumulation of particles in the central region.The central stain is typically
thicker than the outer ring. The evaporation of particle-laden drops on heated substrates (49) and
deposits formed by drying drops in pendant configuration (28) leave such deposit patterns.

The temperature of the environment in which drops are dried and the temperature of the sub-
strate can significantly influence the distribution of particles in deposit patterns. Aqueous drops
containing 216-nm-diameter polystyrene particles evaporated on a silicon wafer (contact angle,
θ = 43°) at controlled humidity (50% relative humidity) have been observed to leave coffee-
ring patterns with more than 90% of the particles deposited at the edge when the temperature
of the drying environment is T = 25°C. In contrast, a uniform deposit forms when T = 75°C
(49). The formation of uniform deposits has been argued (42) to be due to interfacial capture of
the particles by the water–vapor interface, which descends rapidly when the drops are dried in a
high-temperature environment. The evaporation of water drops with ∼100-nm-diameter spheri-
cal polystyrene particles, when dried on a substrate maintained at 30°C, forms typical coffee stains.
However, coffee-eye patterns form when evaporation occurs on a heated substrate (T = 80°C),
with all other parameters being identical (49). These coffee-eye patterns form as a result of the
inward Marangoni flow that is created when drops evaporate on substrates with a temperature
higher than that of the surrounding environment. In such cases, the temperature of the drop at
the contact line will be highest and the surface temperature will decrease along the vapor–liquid
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interface, lowest at the drop apex (49, 50).This temperature gradient leads to a surface tension gra-
dient that then induces flow from the contact line toward the center of the drop (see Section 4.4),
causing particles to accumulate in the center of the deposit. Therefore, the patterns obtained from
drying drop experiments at elevated temperatures also depend on the interplay between the ther-
mal Marangoni flow (49, 50) and the interfacial adsorption of particles due to higher evaporation
rates (42).

Particle distribution in dried deposits can be controlled by subjecting the evaporating drops
to external forces such as surface acoustic waves (51). While coffee-ring patterns tend to form
when dispersion drops dry in the absence of external stimuli, particle-laden drops drying in the
presence of surface acoustic waves with a frequency of 9.7 MHz leave a central dome–like deposit.
In stark contrast, the application of 20-MHz surface acoustic waves to evaporating dispersion
drops results in a uniform or disclike deposit pattern. The force generated due to the surface
acoustic field drives the particles in the drying drops toward the nodes of the standing waves
and oppose particle transport due to outward radial flows that drive the particles to the edge.
Therefore, the morphology of the evaporative patterns and the suppression of coffee rings depend
on the strength of the surface acoustic field (51).

Drying of particle-laden drops on high-contact-angle substrates leaves a deposit with a
mountain-like appearance, typically referred to as a central dome deposit (28) (Figure 3d). In
central dome deposits, the concentration or number density of particles at the center is highest
and the concentration of particles decreases monotonically from the center to the edge. Typically,
in such deposits there are very few or no particles at the contact line. When drying drops con-
tain considerably large or dense particles, they sediment under gravity. In this case, the mountain
naturally forms because the number of particles settling near the center of the deposit is larger
than elsewhere. Mountain-like deposits can also form as a result of continuous depinning of the
contact line (52).

On average, the deposit patterns shown in Figure 3a–d are azimuthally symmetric. In other
words, the height profile would look similar if the vertical lines at any other orientation or angle
were considered. Asymmetric deposit patterns form when drops dry on inclined substrates (28,
53–55); Figure 3e presents an example. In Section 7, we briefly discuss the origin of such deposits
with higher concentrations of particles on one side of the pattern.

Dried deposit patterns can have multiple rings (29) (Figure 3f ). Different mechanisms un-
derlying the formation of concentric rings have been postulated. When a drop of pure fluid
evaporates, the contact line remains pinned to the substrate. If the drop contains dispersed par-
ticles, a deposit forms; thereafter, the contact line is no longer pinned directly to the substrate
but rather on the edge of the solid deposit itself. The free-hanging surface near the contact line
can then change its shape from convex to concave as evaporation proceeds. This dimple in the
interface shape can drive converging flows, bringing the particles toward the dimple. The inter-
face can also rupture at the location of the dimple. That would mean that the pinning location has
changed from the initial pinning point to a new location. This process of pinning, depinning, and
repinning can occur repeatedly, leading to several concentric rings in the deposit (29, 56–58).

This mechanism has been demonstrated in solutions of DNA (59), but it is not clear whether
repeated instances of pinning occur in other scenarios that have reported formation of concen-
tric rings. Moreover, the factors that determine the location of the dimple and whether dimple
formation is the cause of depinning have not been addressed either theoretically or numerically.

Concentric rings of deposits may also form as a consequence of changes in the rheological
properties of the colloidal dispersion being dried. As the drop evaporates, the concentration
of particles inside the drop increases. Correspondingly, the viscosity of the dispersion also
dramatically increases (diverges). At high particle loading, as evaporation proceeds, the increased
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viscosity of the dispersion can slow down convection currents and prevent the deposition of
particles at the contact line. Periodic arrays of deposits have been predicted theoretically (60), but
this mechanism lacks experimental support. While the above discussion describes the possible
mechanisms of concentric-ring formation in the final deposits, evaporation in confined geome-
tries can also lead to concentric and connected rings (spirals). In such cases, the patterns seem to
emerge from the modified pinning or depinning behavior of the confining surfaces (57, 61).

In this section, we have highlighted several recent contributions to research on evaporation-
driven deposition of colloidal particles. The literature in this area is extensive, and we refer readers
to several dedicated reviews for more details (4, 8, 20–24, 62).

4. TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN EVAPORATING DROPS

The previous section discusses the variety of patterns formed by drying drops of colloidal dis-
persions. The primary driving force for the whole process is evaporation of the solvent. In this
section, we describe how flows arise as a result of solvent evaporation that can advect and deposit
entities dispersed in the drop to generate different patterns.

4.1. Spherical Drops

We start by analyzing the case of a spherical drop.When a drop of liquid suspended in unsaturated
air evaporates, the liquid molecules escape into the surrounding air. Typically, the drop remains
spherical throughout the evaporation process because of its large surface tension. As a conse-
quence, evaporation is isotropic and the drop acts as a source of mass to the surrounding medium.
The rate of evaporation is dictated by the difference in chemical potential of the molecules be-
tween the drop and the vapor medium. Clearly, the evaporation kinetics and, thus, the lifetime
of the drop (i.e., the time required for the drop to completely vaporize) are influenced by several
factors: (a) molecular diffusivity and vapor concentration in the surrounding medium, (b) temper-
ature and heat transport in the drop and in the surrounding medium, and (c) the thermodynamic
and transport properties of the drop–air interface.

The diffusion of molecules from the drop surface to the surrounding vapor phase can be
analyzed as follows. As shown in Figure 4a, concentric spherical surfaces to the drop represent
surfaces of constant concentration, while radial lines orthogonal to these isosurfaces, referred to
as flux lines, indicate the direction of the diffusive flux of the vapor molecules. No mass transfer
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Figure 4

Schematics illustrating the diffusion of vapor to the surrounding, quiescent air from (a) an evaporating free-standing spherical drop,
(b) an evaporating free-standing ellipsoidal drop, and (c) an evaporating sessile drop deposited on a substrate. The flux lines emanate
from the surface of the drop. There is no mass transfer across the flux lines. In each case, the evaporated mass from sections 1 and
2 escapes through sections 1′ and 2′, respectively, but with a reduced flux because the latter sections have larger surface areas than the
former.
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takes place across the flux lines; therefore, the mass flow rate between the flux lines must be
conserved. In other words, the mass flow rate through the sections labeled 1 and 1′ in Figure 4a
must be the same. This is possible only if the diffusive flux decays as ρ−2, since the area of a
spherical surface increases as ρ2, where ρ is the radial distance measured from the center of the
drop. This is equivalent to stating that concentration of vapor molecules c(ρ) decays as ρ−1, since
the diffusive flux is proportional to the gradient of concentration, according to Fick’s first law.
In other words, we can write the vapor concentration profile around an evaporating drop as
c(ρ) − c∞ = (cs − c∞)(a/ρ), which satisfies both the governing equation �2c = 0, where �2 is the
Laplacian operator, and the boundary conditions (i) on the drop surface, ρ = a and c = cs, and
(ii) as ρ → ∞, c = c∞. Note that these arguments rely on the facts that (a) the surface of the drop
is saturated with vapor molecules, where the corresponding concentration is cs, and (b) the vapor
diffusion is a quasi-steady process in which convection around the drop plays no role.

The evaporative flux corresponding to this algebraically decaying concentration profile is
J(ρ) = −Dvdc/dρ, where Dv is the diffusivity of the vapor molecules in the surrounding medium.
Specifically, the flux on the drop surface (at ρ = a) can be determined as Dv(cs − c∞)/a. Thus,
the evaporative flux is inversely proportional to the radius of the drop—the smaller the drop, the
larger the evaporative flux! On the other hand, in accordance with Langmuir’s calculation (63), the
total rate of evaporation from the drop is proportional to a because it is determined as the product
of the flux at the surface (∝ a−1) and the surface area (∝ a2). Thus, larger drops evaporate faster,
but the evaporation rate is proportional only to the size of the drop and not to its surface area.

4.2. Sessile Drops

Consider again the vapor concentration profile around an evaporating spherical drop. As shown
in Figure 4a, the mass flow rate through sections 1′ and 2′, which span the same differential solid
angle, will be the same.Moreover, the mass flow rate through section 1 (or 2) must be the same as
that through section 1′ (or 2′) because there is no mass transfer across flux lines. This situation can
be contrasted to that of flux lines from a nonspherical drop. For a spheroidal drop (Figure 4b),
equal mass flow rates through sections 1′ and 2′ demand greater mass flux through section 1 ver-
sus 2 because section 1 is smaller than section 2.This difference in the mass flux through sections 1
and 2 is a manifestation of the fact that the vapor flux from a curved surface is directly dependent
on the local curvature of the surface (10). Thus, regions of greater curvature, such as section 1, will
generate a larger evaporative flux in comparison to regions of lesser curvature, such as section 2.
This effect is even more pronounced for a sessile drop and can be understood as follows. Evapora-
tion from a sessile drop is mathematically equivalent to evaporation from a freely suspended liquid
lens (no substrate) (Figure 4c). This equivalence arises because zero vapor flux normal to the rigid
substrate ( J · n = 0) on which the sessile drop resides translates into a symmetry boundary con-
dition (∇c · n = 0) of the liquid lens. Here, n is defined as unit normal to the substrate. Then, as
shown in Figure 4c, the curvature is infinite at the tip of the liquid lens (i.e., at the contact line
of the sessile drop), leading to a singularly large vapor flux through the point cross section 1. In
other words, the evaporative flux from the surface of a sessile drop is not uniform; it is lowest at
the apex and highest near the contact line.

The inhomogeneous evaporative flux from the surface of the sessile drop forms a cornerstone
of our present understanding of coffee-ring formation (18, 19). To proceed analytically, we focus
on a region close to the contact line (Figure 4c), and we define a local polar coordinate system
(ξ , χ ). By neglecting the curvature of the contact line and the interface, we can assume the geom-
etry of the drop near the three-phase contact line to be a wedge. Under quasi-steady conditions,
the vapor concentration is governed by �2c(ξ ) = 0 with the following boundary conditions:
(i) n · ∇c(ξ ,χ = 0) = 0, (ii) c(ξ , χ = π − θ ) = cs, and (iii) c(ξ → ∞, χ ) = c∞. Using the standard
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separation of variables method for linear partial differential equations and applying the boundary
conditions, we obtain the vapor concentration profile around the contact line region as follows:

c(ξ ,χ ) = cs +
∞∑
k=0

akξ
(2k+1)π
2(π−θ ) cos

(
(2k+ 1)π

2θ
χ

)
, 1.

where ak are coefficients to be determined from the far-field boundary conditions. Since the
calculations are focused near the contact line, Equation 1 is valid for low values of ξ , and k = 0
will be the dominant term in the series. As for the case of spherical drops, the evaporative flux on
the surface of the drop can now be calculated as J(ξ ) ∝ ξ [(2k−1)π+2θ ]/(2π−2θ ). Interestingly, for k = 0,
J(ξ ) diverges at ξ = 0 for θ < π/2.While ξ = 0 is a theoretical limit, in reality the contact line is of
some finite thickness (say, δ) and may provide a cutoff length scale to the mathematical divergence.
Thus, the maximum evaporative flux from the contact line would be J(ξ ) ∝ 1/

√
δ when θ ≈ 0.

A sessile drop that is not deformed by gravity or viscous stresses due to fluid flows (the Bond
number and capillary number are much less than one) adopts the shape of a spherical cap. In
this case, under the quasi-steady approximation, the vapor flux (64) as a function of radial coordi-
nate r (Figure 4c) can be exactly calculated using the separation of variables method in toroidal
coordinates:

J(r) = J0

[
sin θ

2
+

√
2(coshα + cos θ )

3
2

∫ ∞

0

cosh θτ tanhβτ

coshπτ
P− 1

2 +iτ (coshα)τdτ
]
, 2.

where J0 = Dv(cs − c∞)/R, β = π − θ , P(−1/2) + iτ (coshα) is the Legendre function of the first
kind, and α is a toroidal coordinate given as r = R sinhα/[coshα + cos θ ]. For small contact
angles, Equation 2 reduces to J(r) = (2/π )J0/

√
1 − (r/R)2, illustrating the diverging nature

of the vapor flux near the contact line (r → R). As a replacement for Equation 2, Ja(r) =
J0[0.27θ2 + 1.30][0.6381 − 0.2239(θ − π/4)2][1 − r2/R2](θ/π ) − (1/2) has been suggested (65) as a
partially empirical fit for J(r) that produces <6% error.

The enhancement in the evaporative flux due to curvature effects becomes even more apparent
if deformed sessile drops are considered. Such drops can be prepared by having the drops sit on
noncircular pedestals (66). Both numerical and experimental investigations (66) have shown that
not only the volume or surface area but also the shape of the sessile drop itself (particularly the
presence of curved regions) has to be taken into account to explain the observed evaporation rates.

4.3. Evaporation-Driven Heat Transfer in Sessile Drops

The latent heat of vaporization of the liquid, Hv, must be drawn from the sensible heat available
in the drop, the substrate, and the surrounding vapor. Since the evaporative flux from the drop
surface is nonuniform, the heat requirement to sustain the evaporation is also uneven, leading to
temperature variations on the surface of the drop. In addition, the path length for conductive heat
transfer from the substrate to the drop surface is not constant—the path is longest at the apex and
shortest at the contact line. For these two reasons, temperature profiles inside the drop are time
dependent and the profiles may change qualitatively as the drop evaporates.

Considering the sessile drop and the substrate as a composite medium for heat transfer, one
can calculate the temperature profile at the surface of a thin drop (for small θ ) as (35)

T − T∞ = HvJa(r, θ )
(
h(r)
kl

+ hs
ks

)√
1 +

(
∂h
∂r

)2

, 3.

where T∞ is the ambient temperature; h(r) and hs are the drop surface profile and the substrate
thickness, respectively; and kl and ks are the thermal conductivities of the liquid and substrate,
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(a) Surface temperature profiles of evaporating water drops on a glass substrate obtained from finite-element simulations. An inversion
in the surface temperature profile occurs as the contact angle changes from θ = 10° to 15°. (b,c) Temperature isotherms near the contact
line, obtained from an asymptotic analysis, for θ = 22.5° (geometry not to scale) when (b) ks/kl = 10 and (c) ks/kl = 1. In panel a, the
isotherms are almost parallel to the drop–substrate interface, indicating that the heat flux is primarily from the substrate to the drop. In
panel b, the isotherms cross the drop–substrate interface, indicating the presence of radial heat flux in the bulk of the drop. Panel a
adapted with permission from Reference 71. Panels b and c adapted with permission from Reference 67.

respectively. In the limit of ks � kl, the substrate temperature will be fairly uniform (Figure 5b).
Then, the surface temperature T − T∞ is determined primarily by the evaporative flux, Ja(r), and
the height of the drop, h(r). For very thin drops, the variation in conduction path length [namely
h(r)] may not be that significant compared with the variation in evaporative flux from the drop
surface. In such cases, the large evaporative flux at the contact line cools the edge of the drop
much more than the apex, resulting in a temperature decrease from the apex to the contact line
(Figure 5a). On the other hand, if the contact angle is sufficiently large, then the apex of the drop
is much further from the substrate than the contact line. As a consequence, the heat conducted
to the drop surface at the apex may not compensate for the latent heat removed as a result of
evaporation as much as it does at the contact line. Therefore, the apex of the drop remains colder
than the edge of the drop.

However, if ks/kl < tan (θ ) cot [(θ/2) + (θ2/π )], then the conductive heat transfer in the sub-
strate cannot be neglected, and the substrate–drop interface will not be at a uniform temperature
(67). In such cases, the source of heat that compensates for the latent heat of evaporation is primar-
ily the sensible heat of the drop itself. Therefore, a large evaporative flux at the contact line cools
the edge of the drop much more than the apex, resulting in a surface temperature that increases
from the edge to the apex (Figure 5c). Note that the above estimate of the critical ratio of thermal
conductivity at which the temperature profile reverses is derived by analyzing the heat transfer
problem in a 2D wedge, an approximate geometry for the contact line region.

4.4. Evaporation-Driven Fluid Flows in Sessile Drops

Evaporation can generate fluid flows inside a sessile drop in two distinct ways: (a) radial convection
(a direct effect arising from mass conservation) and (b) Marangoni flows (an indirect effect arising
from an uneven temperature profile on the surface of the drop). For thin drops (small θ ), the flow
dynamics inside the drop can be analyzed under lubrication approximation. Then, radial velocity
that develops inside the drop due to these two effects can be derived in a cylindrical coordinate
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system (r, z) (Figure 4c) as follows:

ur = 4J0R
πρlrθ (t )

(
1√

1 − (r/R)2
− [1 − (r/R)2]

)[
3
z
h

− 3z2

2h2

]
− (−β )h

4μ
dT
dr

[
3
z2

h2
− 2

z
h

]
, 4.

where ρ l, β, and μ represent the density, temperature coefficient of the surface tension, and vis-
cosity of the liquid, respectively. In Equation 4, the first and second terms, referred to as uEr and
uMr , respectively, represent the contributions from radial convection and from theMarangoni flow.
These flow mechanisms can be understood as described below.

4.4.1. Radial convection. The evaporative flux from the drop surface, given by J(r) in
Equation 2, will require the drop to shrink. However, the contact line may not move, since the
physical and chemical heterogeneities inherent in the substrate may lead to pinning of the con-
tact line (68). The presence of additives such as colloidal particles (18) and polymers (69) will also
enhance the pinning of the contact line. The contact line of the drop can then sustain (i.e., remain
at the same location) only if the fluid from the bulk of the drop moves toward the contact line to
compensate for the evaporative loss at the contact line. This fluid motion from the center of the
drop to the contact line creates a convective flow field in the radial direction inside the drop.

If uEr (r, z) is the radial velocity that develops inside the drop, then the height-averaged fluid
velocity, ūEr = 1/[h(r)]

∫ h(r)
0 uEr (r, z)dz, is given by the first term in Equation 4 (19, 33, 64). This

height-averaged velocity, ūEr , has two interesting features:

1. Spatial divergence. As r→ R, ūEr diverges as 1/
√
1 − (r/R)2, reflecting the singularity in the

evaporative flux at the contact line. For finite but small θ , this divergence is weaker and is
approximately of the form ūEr ∼ 1/[1 − (r/R)2](1/2)−(θ/π ) (70). In other words, as evaporation
proceeds, the rate of change of the drop height h(r) near the contact line is very small,
such that the large evaporative flux near the contact line must be compensated for by an
equally strong flow from the bulk toward the contact line (Figure 6a). This radial flow
drives coffee-ring formation in evaporating sessile drops (18).

2. Temporal divergence. As the drop reaches its lifetime, t= tf, the instantaneous contact angle
θ (t) → 0 and ūEr shows a temporal divergence. For thin drops, the contact angle is a linear
function of time, θ (t)/θ (t= 0)= 1− t/tf; therefore, the nature of this temporal divergence is
ūEr ∼ (tf − t )−1. This temporal divergence in the radial flow is responsible for the complete
transport of any suspended or dissolved particles in the fluid to the contact line and generates
a rush-hour effect (33) (Figure 6b).

Because the radially flowing fluid is confined between the solid substrate and a stress-free in-
terface, it is reasonable to compare the flow field with the Poiseuille flow profile and approximate
the height-dependent velocity profile, uEr (r, z), as a quadratic function of z (33, 70). Thus, a half-
parabola represents the velocity field uEr at each radial location r, as evident from the expression
in square brackets in the first term of Equation 4. Furthermore, mass conservation demands that
the radial flow must be accompanied by an axial flow, uz(r, z), which can be calculated from the
incompressible flow condition ∇ · u = 0, though uz will be h/R smaller than the radial component
for thin drops, as usual in lubrication analysis. However, near the contact line, contributions from
uz may not be always negligible (70).

Thus, the mismatch between the evaporative flux from the surface of the drop and the inter-
face shrinkage rate gives rise to radial convection in the bulk of the drop. This radial flow is often
referred to as capillary flow in the literature, though its origin is not associated with any “cap-
illarity” effects. Instead, the flow is a consequence of mass conservation—to compensate for the
evaporative loss.
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(a) Spatial divergence in the velocity field inside an evaporating water drop (θ ≈ 11.5°). (Inset) Stitched images of microspheres
undergoing radial convection. (b,c) Temporal divergence of the velocity field in an evaporating aqueous drop containing polystyrene
particles measured at (b) 2 µm and (c) 4 µm above the substrate. (d–f ) (top) Particle trajectories over 25 s and (bottom) histograms of
radial displacements over 5 s at different instances of time corresponding to panel c. (g) Marangoni stress–driven inward flow revealed
by particle trajectories and histograms of radial displacements (negative, unlike the displacements in panels d–f ) of polyvinyl
alcohol–modified fluorescent polystyrene particles. (h) Dependence of the flow direction on the thermal conductivities of the medium
and contact angle. The squares correspond to drops of chloroform, isopropanol, ethanol, and methanol evaporating on
polydimethylsiloxane. Triangles represent numerical calculations in Reference 71. Open symbols represent fluid flow away from the
contact line along the drop surface, indicatingMa> 0, and filled symbols represent flow toward the contact line, indicatingMa< 0. The
continuous line is a theoretical prediction based on an asymptotic analysis. (Inset) Visualization of flow using fluorescent particles in an
evaporating octane drop, corresponding toMa = 45,800 (only half of the drop is shown). Panel a and its inset adapted with permission
from References 19 and 18, respectively. Panel b adapted with permission from Reference 33. Panel c adapted with permission from
Reference 39. Panel g adapted with permission from Reference 39. Panel h adapted with permission from Reference 67.

4.4.2. Marangoni flows. As discussed in Section 4.3, evaporation generates a nonuniform tem-
perature distribution in the sessile drop. The variation of temperature at the drop surface is
particularly interesting because surface tension is a function of temperature. For most liquids,
surface tension decreases with an increase in temperature. This dependence can be quantified us-
ing the temperature coefficient of surface tension, defined as β = dσ/dT, where σ is the surface
tension. For water, β = −0.15 mN/mK (72). This surface tension gradient (�σ ) must be balanced
by tangential viscous stress at the drop surface, implying that a fluid flowmust develop in the drop
bulk, in addition to the radial convection.

The exact nature of the Marangoni flow depends on the local surface tension gradient, which
in turn depends on the surface temperature profile. As discussed above, the nature of the tem-
perature profile itself depends on the thermal conductivity of the substrate, on that of the drop,
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and on the instantaneous drop shape (or, equivalently, the contact angle). The second term in
Equation 4 describes the Marangoni flow generated due to the surface tension gradient. Again,
the term in the square brackets shows the parabolic nature of the velocity field uMr (r, z) in the z di-
rection, while the prefactor can be inferred as the height-averaged velocity ūMr . If the temperature
is cooler at the apex than that at the edge (dT/dr > 0), then ūMr is negative in the entire thickness
of the drop (0 < z < h). In other words, the greater surface tension at the apex of the drop draws
fluid toward it along the interface. This flow is in the opposite direction of radial convection;
thus, it may diminish or completely suppress the latter. On the other hand, if the apex is warmer
(dT/dr < 0), then ūMr is positive. In this case, the greater surface tension at the edge of the drop
drives fluid flows toward the edge, enhancing the radial convection (Figure 6c).

The strength of the Marangoni flow can be deduced by nondimensionalizing ūMr with R/tf, T
with �T (where �T is the difference in temperature between the edge and the apex), and r with R.
Then, the second term in Equation 4, uMr , becomes proportional to the Marangoni number (35),
defined asMa = (−β�Ttf )/μR. A large positive Marangoni number indicates a strong recircula-
tory flow against the radial flows, whereas a negative Marangoni number indicates a Marangoni
flow that adds to the radial flow. Consider a typical scenario where a sessile water droplet of
R = 1 mm evaporates in 10 min. A surface temperature difference of �T = 0.01°C gives
Ma = 1,000. Therefore, a small difference in the surface temperature can result in Marangoni
flows that may enhance or diminish the radial convection (Figure 6c–h). Clearly,Marangoni flows
can be significantly dominant when evaporation occurs on heated substrates.

When surface-active polymers or surfactant molecules are present in a drop, they get adsorbed
to the drop surface. However, the convective flows described above alter the surface concen-
tration of surfactants, resulting in surface tension gradients—yet another source of Marangoni
flow. This solutal Marangoni flow, generated by surface-active species, can completely suppress
the convective flows or reverse the flow field itself (37, 71–73). In fact, surface contaminants as
small as 300 molecules/µm2 can completely suppress thermal Marangoni flow in evaporating wa-
ter droplets (35). Similarly, in evaporating binary fluid drops, the difference in volatility leads to
differential evaporation of the components, creating Marangoni-driven internal flows (74, 75).
On the other hand, when colloidal particles are present in a drop, they can get adsorbed onto
the drop–air interface. This particle-laden interface increases both the surface viscosity (42) and
the elasticity (31) of the interface, deforms the interface (76), and can weaken or even inhibit the
Marangoni flow and the radial convection (42, 77). Thus, in such cases, the drying drop leaves
behind a uniform deposit, instead of a coffee-ring pattern.

4.5. Numerical Simulations

Drying drops of colloidal dispersions encompass heat, mass, and momentum transport processes,
spanning molecular, mesoscopic, and macroscopic length scales. Therefore, computer simulations
that simultaneously capture all relevant physical phenomena in a drying drop are difficult. Most
numerical studies, therefore, have focused on specific physics to explain experimental observations.
Several of these studies used Equation 4 to describe the flow field inside an evaporating drop and
investigate the trajectory and fate of the suspended particles in conjunction with other methods,
such as Monte Carlo simulations (78) and discrete-element models (77). Such studies often ne-
glect changes in vapor diffusion and flow fields caused by changes in the geometry of the system,
hydrodynamic interactions between suspended particles, spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the
physical properties of the dispersion that develop in the drop as a result of the redistribution of
suspended particles, detailed heat transport mechanisms, changes in drop shape, elasticity of the
interface due to the adsorption of particles, and so forth. Therefore, a generic computational tool
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to simulate the evaporation of drops of colloidal dispersions will contribute significantly to the
growth of this field.

5. TRANSPORT IN EVAPORATING PARTICLE-LADEN DROPS

Particles in an evaporating drop can be transported as a result of various types of flows generated
within the drop. In addition, interface-mediated transport may occur, especially if the particles
are adsorbed to the liquid–air interface. Therefore, in general, particle transport is influenced by
(a) the factors that govern the rate of evaporation, such as the temperature of the substrate and
of the surroundings, the thermal conductivity of the substrate, the volatility of the solvent, and
humidity, and (b) the presence of additives such as surfactants, polymers, or other species along
with the particles. These additives can adsorb to the interface and can affect both flow within the
drop and flow along the interface.

5.1. Flow-Mediated Particle Deposition

A coffee ring forms when the radial convective flow carries the dispersed colloidal particles in the
drop to the contact line and deposits them. The temporal divergence of the radial convection can
significantly affect the particle deposition process and hence the final pattern. Marangoni flows
also advect the dispersed particles. As discussed above, the sense of direction of the Marangoni
circulations is determined by the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the liquid to that of the
substrate; however, experiments (67) have shown that, irrespective of the sense of circulation, the
dispersed particles are deposited mostly at the stagnation points near the liquid–air or solid–liquid
interface. Thus, regardless of the direction, Marangoni flows always destroy the edge deposition
(coffee ring). However, because the flows are at a low Reynolds number, the dispersed particles
must continue to be part of the circulatory flows. The reason for their rejection (escape) from the
circulations and their deposition near the stagnation points is not clear.

For the fluid flows and the particle deposition processes discussed above, we have assumed that
the contact line remains pinned onto the substrate. Contact line pinning in a drying drop is a
self-enhancing effect because the deposited particles pin the contact line (79), which is necessary
for the development and strengthening of radial convective flow. If the contact line is not pinned,
it drifts inward as drop evaporation proceeds. This inward motion reduces the strength of the
radial convection because (a) inward movement of the contact line competes with the radial flow
and (b) the larger contact angles reduce the strength of divergence of the evaporative flux at the
contact line. Thus, particle deposition does not occur exclusively near the contact line. Instead,
it occurs over a region close to the center of the drop, leading to mountain-like deposits, or at
intermediate radii, leading to volcano-like deposits (52). Therefore, the exact nature of the deposit
left behind by a drying drop of colloidal dispersion depends on both the kinetics of evaporation
and the depinning dynamics (and the associated timescale) of the contact line.

5.2. Interface-Mediated Particle Deposition

Another mechanism that has attracted increased attention is interface-mediated particle transport
(28, 32, 39, 42). The adsorption of particles to the drop surface or the drop–air interface is favored
when the particles in the drop are surface active. The particles can also be adsorbed if the interface
shrinks at a rate faster than the diffusion of the particles (42).The adsorbed particles cause changes
in the interfacial tension. Nonspherical particles adsorbed on the interface even form clusters,
significantly increasing the elasticity of the interface (36).The adsorbed particles are not carried to
the edge by the convective flows; therefore, uniform deposit of particles results when the adsorbed
particles are deposited at the substrate at the end of the evaporation process (42, 77). If particle
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adsorption is suppressed (say, by slow evaporation), then coffee-ring formation occurs as a result
of the dominant outward flow inside the drying drop.

6. EVAPORATING SESSILE DROPS OF COMPLEX FLUIDS

Evaporation of pure liquid drops has received significant attention since the early twentieth cen-
tury (63). Interesting physics of internal fluid convection and subsequent pattern formation from
drying drops have been revealed as these research efforts widened to study colloidal dispersions.
The focus of these recent efforts has slowly shifted to the drying of different types of complex flu-
ids, the topic of this section. Because the drying of drops of colloidal dispersions without additives
is discussed above, we focus here on other complex fluids.

6.1. Surfactant Solutions

The presence of surfactants in colloidal dispersions, either added externally or autoproduced by
dispersed particles such as bacteria (47), influences the evaporation process in a drop in multiple
ways. First, because surfactants are invariably adsorbed to the drop surface, thereby reducing in-
terfacial tension, the wettability of the drop on the substrate is enhanced.Thus, a longer spreading
process is often observed upon placing a surfactant-laden drop on a substrate. As the drop dries,
the concentration of the surfactants in the drop increases, implying that the drop on the substrate
experiences variations in wettability as it evaporates.This leads to amultistage evaporation process
in comparison to the evaporation of pure liquids (80, 81). Second, the adsorbed surfactants at the
liquid–air interface generateMarangoni vortices, as described in Section 4.4.2.These counterflows
reduce the ring deposit or even yield a central deposit (47). Third, the reduced surface tension of
the drop–air interface reduces the pinning force. Therefore, an evaporating drop containing sur-
factants may easily depin, affecting the evaporation process (82). The continuous depinning of the
contact line typically yields a uniform deposit. Fourth, if the surfactants are long-chain molecules
like polymers—say, molecules like polyethylene glycol (PEG)—then they can increase the viscos-
ity of the drop fluid. This enhanced viscosity then suppresses the radial flows, resulting in less
deposition in the ring (82). Therefore, the presence of surfactant molecules can retard or suppress
the coffee-ring effect in evaporating drops via multiple mechanisms.

6.2. Polymer Solutions

The addition of polymers can affect pattern formation in multiple ways (69). Typically, polymers
induce depletion interactions between the colloidal particles, causing colloidal clusters to form. If
these clusters are large, they are less affected by the fluid flows generated inside the evaporating
drop; therefore, the coffee-ring effect is usually suppressed following the addition of polymers.
On the other hand, if the colloids are large enough (10 µm), then the depletion interactions are
weak. Thus, larger colloids are susceptible to radial convection, even if polymers are present, and
may show distinct coffee-ring formation.

Interestingly, some polymers can enhance pinning of the contact line. Thus, depinning of the
contact line at the end of rush hour is delayed, inducing higher velocities inside the evaporating
drop. This flow can drive particles to the contact line even if they had already formed clusters due
to depletion interactions with polymers.

Another strategy to exploit the properties of polymer in drop-drying problems, particularly
for coffee-ring suppression, is to have high-molecular-weight (long) polymers physisorb onto
the surface of the colloidal particles. The main challenge is to maneuver the right number of
polymers and particles so that the physisorbed particles are fully captured on the descending
interface of the drop (with no excess particles or polymers in the bulk). This technique allows
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one to ensure coffee-ring suppression to the extent that the resulting deposit will be much more
uniform than when other methods are used, such as with the addition of surfactants (39). Due
to steric repulsion, the physisorbed particles do not aggregate on the interface. Moreover, the
presence of thermal Marangoni flows, if toward the apex, can counter the deposition of particles
near the contact line. If the particle concentration in the drop is in the right range—just sufficient
to cover the drop–air interface—then the particles will be deposited onto the substrate surface
as a uniform deposit upon complete evaporation of the solvent. A similar way to obtain uniform
deposits using microgel particles has recently been proposed (83).

Experiments (36) have shown that coffee-ring formation can be suppressed using anisotropic
particles (see Section 6.5, below). However, the uniform deposits generated by drying of drops
containing polymer-adsorbed spherical colloids (39) show that the mechanism at work is not the
particle shape anisotropy but the process of interfacial adsorption followed by direct deposition.
Further careful studies are required to settle this issue. Thus, the role of particle shape in the
presence and absence of polymers, the configurational state of the physisorbed polymer chains,
and the differences that may arise if the polymer chains are grafted onto the polymers are issues
requiring further investigation.

6.3. Dissolved Solids

Water, a natural substance used in all applications, often contains salt and other dissolved materi-
als.When drops of salt solution (43, 84, 85), sucrose, glucose, fructose (44), and so forth are dried,
the higher evaporative flux will cause supersaturation to occur near the contact line and the first
crystals will form near the contact line. Nucleation may occur at the liquid–air interface or at the
solid–liquid interface in the vicinity of the contact line. The newly formed crystals can remain
anchored or be pushed inward by the dynamics of the interface (86). Thus, the final patterns ob-
tained depend on the location of the nucleation site, the growth dynamics, and the fluid dynamics
in the evaporating drop.

Unlike particles, crystallized salt near the contact line is generally less capable of pinning the
contact line (43, 44). Therefore, drop evaporation may proceed with either continuous or discon-
tinuous depinning of the contact line, causing the radial convection in the drop to weaken. Thus,
a uniform deposit or concentric rings may be obtained instead of a coffee ring.On the other hand,
a coffee-ring pattern can be obtained through the addition of colloidal particles to the solutions,
which will pin the contact line (43). Furthermore, the crystallized dissolved species may develop
their own characteristics, for example, interesting crystal morphology (86) and dendrite patterns
(43). The deposit patterns can also be tuned to obtain concentric rings or a spiral-like morphology
by adjusting the evaporation rate (87).

6.4. Binary and Ternary Mixtures and Emulsions

When the evaporating drop is a liquid mixture, a multitude of features emerge because the
volatility of each constituent is different. As a result, the concentration of the mixture and hence
the physical properties of the drop, such as density, viscosity, and surface tension, vary as the drop
evaporates. Moreover, the concentration of the liquid mixture varies spatially inside the drop
because the evaporative flux is inhomogeneous on the surface of an evaporating drop (discussed
in Section 4.2). The most appealing effects of the spatial variations in concentration are the
development of surface tension gradients and the resulting (solutal) Marangoni flows, which
substantially affect pattern formation if the liquid mixture contains nonvolatile components
such as colloidal particles or polymers. The relative volatility between different components
of the liquid mixture may also result in phase separation of the constituents as evaporation
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proceeds. Therefore, it is desirable to categorize the evaporation of liquid mixtures as either
(a) multicomponent, single-phase liquid mixture drops or (b) multicomponent, multiphase liquid
mixture drops. In the former, the components remain miscible throughout the evaporation,
whereas in the latter, phase separation may occur during the process of evaporation.

Multicomponent, single-phase liquid mixtures have been studied primarily with the aim of
suppressing coffee-ring formation in different applications such as inkjet printing. Consider the
evaporation of a binary drop (containing two liquids) deposited on a solid substrate. Typically,
after capillary spreading of the drop, the contact line remains pinned (CCR mode) as the drop
evaporates, with the highest flux near the contact line. Therefore, in the neighborhood of the
contact line, the concentration of the less volatile component increases with time. Two different
scenarios may result. On one hand, if the less volatile component has more surface tension, a
positive gradient in surface tension toward the contact line develops as drop evaporation proceeds.
Consequently, liquid flows toward the contact line, resulting in further (Marangoni stress–driven)
spreading of the drop. As a result, the contact line does not remain pinned; instead, the drop
continues to spread even while it is evaporating (88). This mode of evaporation is very different
from the CCR,CCA, and mixed modes of evaporation that single-component liquids exhibit.Due
toMarangoni spreading, the resulting shape of the binary fluid drops is pancake-like (88). For very
small (picoliter-volume) drops, even when the contact line is pinned, the Marangoni flows can be
so strong that they maintain the pancake shape of the drop (dominating the effects of surface
tension to maintain a spherical cap shape) (89). These drops appear similar to gravity-deformed
puddles, although gravity has no role in dictating the drop shape. In such pancake-shaped drops,
the singularity in the evaporative flux at the contact line is not prominent; therefore, the radial
convective flows are weak, such that they do not carry dispersed particles, if any, to the contact line.
Thus, solutal Marangoni flows directed away from the contact line can suppress the coffee-ring
effect, as has been demonstrated experimentally (88, 89).

On the other hand, if the less volatile component has less surface tension, then the differential
evaporation and resulting Marangoni flows drive the fluid toward the apex of the drop. These
flows will also suppress the coffee-ring effect if the drop contains dispersed particles.

Drying drops of emulsions are an example of a multicomponent, multiphase system. For ex-
ample, when oil-in-water or water-in-oil emulsions are dried (90, 91), evaporation-driven flows
carry the dispersed droplets to the periphery of the evaporating drop, bringing them close to one
another and thus facilitating drop–drop coalescence. On one hand, on a hydrophobic surface, the
coalesced oil droplets form an oil layer that spreads beyond the initial contact radius. When that
happens, there will be an aqueous drop in the center surrounded by an oil layer.When it dries, this
aqueous drop can leave deposits of the dispersed entities, such as surfactants, if any were present
in the aqueous medium. Such deposits will appear as a central deposit at the end of the drying
process. On the other hand, on a hydrophilic surface, an aqueous layer forms outside the oil layer.
Evaporation of this aqueous layer, which is depleted of oil, will deposit any dispersed content onto
the substrate, generating a pattern similar to the coffee ring. Thus, the wetting characteristics
of the substrate dictate the pattern formed by drying drops of emulsions. Although the effect of
wettability seems similar to that of solid-particle dispersions, the mechanisms that generate the
patterns are different for emulsions.

Multicomponent, multiphase drop-drying scenarios also present interesting possibilities, for
example, as a potential model system that mimics prebiotic compartmentalization (92, 93). Con-
sider an aqueous sessile droplet containing a homogeneous mixture of neutral polymers such as
dextran and PEG. As drop drying proceeds, the concentration of the polymers in the drop in-
creases, making the polymer solution undergo liquid–liquid phase separation. The nuclei may
grow as distinct droplets, or they may coalesce to form a continuous structure. Either way, the
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growth of the phase-separated liquid occurs from the contact line region into the bulk of the
drop, because the highest evaporation flux is at the contact line and, therefore, phase separation
will be initiated in the neighborhood of the contact line. Also, a high concentration of polymers
near the contact line reduces the local surface tension, inducing Marangoni flows that help the
polymers propagate away from the contact line. These phase-separated mixtures illustrate a po-
tential mechanism for the formation of prebiotic compartmentalization without membranes that
may act as storage and transcription for nucleic acids (92).

Complex suspensions made of a mixture of emulsion droplets and colloidal particles represent
still another multiphase, multicomponent system (94). In such systems, toward the end of dry-
ing, air invades the jam-packed particle–emulsion structure. The invading air can break the large
emulsion droplets but not the smaller ones, since the latter resist breakup. The large droplets that
are broken are pushed aside into a porous structure formed by the particles. Therefore, the result-
ing deposit will have two types of pores: (a) pores dictated by closely packed particles in air and
(b) larger gaps that result from deformed emulsion droplets. Thus, drying complex suspensions
can be used to make hierarchical porous structures.

6.5. Anisotropic Constituents

Drying drops with anisotropic constituents dispersed in a solvent can be classified into two cate-
gories: (a) solutions of long-chain molecules such as chromonic liquid crystals, protein molecules,
and DNA and (b) suspensions of colloidal particles with shape anisotropy such as ellipsoids, rods,
or discs. A feature that arises in such systems is the development of orientational order in the drop,
either during evaporation or when molecules or particles are deposited after the drying process is
complete.

In the usual case, where convective flows are primarily radial, the elongated constituents will
be flow aligned and retain their orientation as they are deposited, as observed in the case of DNA
(95), collagen fibers (96), and silica rods (34). The ordered structures in the deposit can develop
distinctive attributes that can be useful in tissue engineering and developmental biology. For ex-
ample, the ordered deposits of DNA showwrinkling instabilities and generate zigzag patterns (95).
Similarly, when drops containing cells and type I collagen (a self-assembling protein) are dried,
the aligned collagen network influences the behavior and differentiation of cells. In such cases,
leaving the evaporation incomplete will produce cell-laden hydrogels as the end product.

However, the alignment of anisotropic entities in the deposit may differ or be completely lost
if other factors, such as interface phenomena, surface or bulk elasticity, thermal diffusion, or in-
trinsic phase transitions, compete with convective flows. A study using chromonic liquid crystals
(76) presents an example of the last factor, phase transitions. Chromonic liquid crystals exhibit
isotropic, nematic, or columnar phases with an increase in concentration. Therefore, during the
drying of a drop containing chromonic liquid crystals, temporal and spatial variations in the con-
centration lead to the emergence of different phases (76). If drop drying proceeds slowly, the
anisotropic constituents have sufficient time to relax, generating a uniform orientational order in
the drop. On the other hand, the phases may get kinetically trapped in the case of fast evapora-
tion, as different phases are deposited onto the substrate without further rearrangement. Thus,
system-specific phase transitions and the resulting effects (e.g., variation in surface and transport
properties), occurrence of defects, and grain boundaries separating various phases in the deposits
can be observed when drops containing anisotropic particles are dried.

When adsorbed, anisotropic colloidal particles can dramatically enhance the elasticity of the
liquid–air interface. The underlying reason is that interfacial deformation due to the presence of
a nonspherical particle is typically greater than for a spherical particle. Therefore, capillary at-
traction between nonspherical colloidal particles is stronger than that between spherical particles,
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restricting the dynamics of the adsorbed particles on the interface. This increased elasticity of the
interface can suppress the coffee-ring effect in two different ways. First, the increased elasticity is
so large that radial convection flows are completely suppressed inside an evaporating drop, and
the coffee-ring effect vanishes (36). Second, the higher energy cost of adsorption makes the de-
pinning of an anisotropic particle–laden interface easier compared with a spherical particle–laden
interface, leading to a uniform deposit (97). However, it is not clear whether both mechanisms are
simultaneously at play—a point to be addressed theoretically.

Other studies have demonstrated that deposit patterns are altered not only by a change in the
aspect ratio of the ellipsoids but also by (a) competition between capillary interactions that dictate
assembly of ellipsoids at the drop surface andmigration of particles to the contact line as a result of
evaporation (98) and (b) particle–particle and particle–substrate interactions (31).Colloidal rods in
coffee stains obtained by drop drying have been observed to exhibit an order–disorder transition
similar to that observed in deposits of spheres (34).

6.6. Biological Fluids

Research on patterns resulting from the drying of several complex biological liquids (e.g., blood,
synovial fluid, urine, serum) extracted from animals is fast expanding and has attracted considerable
interest (99–106). The analysis and interpretation of patterns of dried biological fluids can provide
a rapid homegrownmeans to identify disease conditions. For example, a comparison of the deposit
patterns formed by the evaporation of sessile drops of blood extracted from a healthy individual
and from a person with disease can provide morphological features that can be used to make
inferences about disease conditions (102).

Drops of synovial fluid (a complex fluid in the cavities of synovial joints) dried on microscopy
slides have revealed chemical changes associated with osteoarthritis. The content and secondary
structure of proteins in the dried deposit patterns of patients’ synovial fluid, analyzed by Raman
spectroscopy, have been used to detect the extent of knee damage due to osteoarthritis (103,
104). Similarly, the evaporation of urine drops on superhydrophobic surfaces is a low-cost tool
for detecting preeclampsia in pregnant women. Because the concentration of protein in the
drop increases during evaporation, such methods offer improved sensitivity in detection limits
(105).

Although the patterns that form when biological fluids are dried are reproducible across tests
to some extent, the mechanism of pattern formation and analysis of the microstructure continue
to be challenging as a result of issues such as varying composition. It is important to take this fact
into account when such approaches are proposed as simple and rapid diagnosis tools.

6.7. Active Fluids

Unique nonequilibrium features associated with the dynamics of active fluids have recently
sparked interest within the research community. However, the role of drying in drops of active
fluids has been less well explored.

Active fluids are typically constituted by “living” particles that consume energy from the lo-
cal environment and convert it into mechanical motion. Thus, active fluids are intrinsically out
of equilibrium. In the case of drying drops, evaporation imposes internal convection; therefore,
drying drops of active fluids constitute an ideal model system to study the competition between
intrinsic (activity-driven) and imposed (drying-driven) nonequilibrium features in a single system
(107). This competition leads to changes in, for example, the growth dynamics of the deposit.
In drying drops containing Pseudomonas aeruginosa, activity manifests as the production of bio-
surfactants. The adsorption of biosurfactants to the drop interface leads to solutal Marangoni
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flows, which compete with radial convection. Therefore, oscillatory flows are generated and the
coffee-ring effect is suppressed in the final patterns (47).

The microscopic activity of bacterial cells often leads to collective cellular motion, which pro-
duces a local orientational order of the bacteria inside the drop similar to that of the anisotropic
constituents discussed in Section 6.5. This order can give rise to different instabilities in the de-
posits (108) and in the final patterns (109). Such studies are also expected to yield insight into
active self-assembly, biofilm formation, and pathogen spreading.

7. DRYING IN COMPLEX CONFIGURATIONS

As discussed in this review, evaporation of sessile drops of pure fluids and of sessile drops con-
taining colloidal particles have been extensively studied. An emerging area that naturally follows
these studies is drying of drops in more-complex configurations, such as (a) in confinement, (b) on
patterned surfaces, (c) with differential heating, and (d) on inclined substrates.

7.1. Drops Drying in Confinement

Given that the evaporation of a drop drives the transport phenomena within it, it is not surprising
that patterns can be tuned by altering the evaporation process. One such possibility is placing the
drop in a confined environment, that is, between a substrate and another surface over the drop.
Different variations of the overhead surface have been analyzed: (a) The surface may partially or
fully cover the drop (i.e., the projected area of the overhead surface may be smaller than or equal
to the projected area of the drop); (b) it may be a flat, inclined, or curved surface; (c) it may or
may not be in contact with the drop interface; or (d) the confining surfaces may have different
physicochemical properties. Depending on the configuration and the materials used, different
patterns can be obtained.

The presence of an overhead surface on a drop residing on another substrate reduces the area
available for evaporation. If the internal flows are weak and the surface tension effects are slow
to act, then the deposited film can have nonuniform thickness, thereby imprinting the signature
of the overhead surface (mask) (110). If the overhead surface has holes, then the holes will allow
unhindered evaporation in certain regions of the drop or film while evaporation from the rest
of the region remains hindered. Higher evaporation rates from the drop or film surface drive
flows toward the holes, concentrating the particles near such regions. A patterned network of
nanoparticle–microparticle assemblies was obtained with a binary dispersion through the use of
this technique (111). However, it is not clear whether the accumulation of particles below the
holes on the mask starts at the beginning of the experiment or at later stages. Further studies are
needed to determine the individual roles of particle size and concentration as well as the sizes and
shapes of the holes on the overhead surface.

Several configurations, such as sphere-on-plate, parallel-plate, cylindrical confinement, and
wedge-shaped geometries, have been used to study the evaporation of polymer solutions and
particle-laden fluids that are initially in contact with the confining surface. When drops dry in
these configurations, their pinning behavior is modified, resulting in interesting patterns such as
concentric rings, spirals, and scallop shells (57, 61, 112–114). Spiral patterns form over a wide
range of spacings (∼90–190 µm) between parallel plates (Figure 7a–c). Such patterns result re-
gardless of the shape of the particles in the colloidal dispersion as the three-phase contact line
undergoes continuous stick–slip motion. Patterns with multiple rings (Figure 7d–f ) seem to be
characteristic of the sphere-on-plate geometry, wherein the curved surface of the sphere consti-
tutes the overhead surface while the drop is deposited onto the plate (57, 112, 114). As the liquid
evaporates, the contact line continuously slips on both surfaces. Experiments have shown that the
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Characteristic spirals and multiring deposits formed by drying colloidal dispersions containing hematite
ellipsoids in (a–c) parallel-plate confinement and (d–f ) a sphere-on-plate configuration. The initial
concentration of the particles in the dispersions used to generate the dried patterns shown in panels a–c is
3 wt%, and the spacing between the parallel plates is (a) 93 µm, (b) 137 µm, and (c) 186 µm. The initial
concentrations of particles in the dispersions used to generate the dried patterns shown in panels d–f are
(d) 0.12 wt%, (e) 0.30 wt%, and ( f ) 0.5 wt%. Panels a–c adapted with permission from Reference 61.
Panels d–f adapted with permission from Reference 57.

pinning force is dictated by the initial concentration of particles, which is reflected as a change
in the frequency of depinning events as the concentration is varied (112). The reason for the slip
is not clear, but the capillary force may drive the shrinking contact line while the pinning force
opposes the tendency of the drop to satisfy Laplace’s and Young’s laws.

In the case of an evaporating sessile drop, the pinning force typically dominates the capillary
force, resulting in a single ring. However, in confined drops, the capillary force can dominate the
pinning force (multiple times), possibly because the drop confined between the surfaces has greater
curvature. However, further numerical and theoretical investigations are required to support this
argument.

The convective patterns generated inside the confined drop have not been examined, but this
aspect is likely to be interesting for several reasons. First, the nonuniform flux on the drop surface
is crucial in establishing the flows inside the sessile drop. However, in a confined drop, the area
available for evaporation is restricted, raising the question of the extent to which inhomogeneous
evaporative flux can induce fluid flows. Second, Marangoni flows are suppressed by the presence
of the solid surface if it is in contact with the evaporating drop; therefore, in such systems the
contribution of surface tension gradient–driven flows is likely to be weaker. However, these issues
have not been studied.

The evaporation of drops in confined environments is an emerging field, and future investi-
gations should focus on addressing the questions raised above. It may also be interesting to note
that the nonparallel geometry of confinement manifests in the details of the final pattern left
behind on the plate. For example, in the case of concentric rings, (a) the height of the deposit
at different radial locations is not the same but rather varies among rings, and (b) the distance
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between consecutive rings does not remain constant when drop drying occurs in a sphere-on-plate
geometry.

7.2. Drops Drying on Patterned Surfaces

Surface patterning plays a role in evaporating drops because topographical and chemical defects,
whether regular or irregular, affect themotion of the contact line during evaporation.Typically, on
regular, unpatterned surfaces the inherent irregularities on the surface pin the contact line during
most of the evaporation process, leading to the CCRmode of evaporation.However, if the surface
roughness is low, the drop continuously depins, leading to the CCA mode of evaporation. Since
the mode of evaporation (whether CCR, CCA, or mixed) is usually unpredictable, it is desirable
to gain control over the movement of the receding contact line.

To this end, one possibility is to use surfaces that have a well-defined topography but are also
sufficiently rough to be impregnated with a lubricant. The former quality ensures the desired pre-
dictable pinning events and locations as the drop accesses minima in the free energy landscape,
while the latter ensures the desired slip during movement of the contact line (i.e., snap events),
allowing stick–slip motion of the contact line to be obtained in a formularized fashion (115).How-
ever,whether the dispersed particles (if any) in the drop will affect the stick–slip motion of the con-
tact line on these topographical surfaces has yet to be investigated.The ability to control the spatial
distribution of particles by manipulating the dynamics of the contact line when drops are dried
on microstructured surfaces has been proposed as an effective strategy to mitigate indirect trans-
mission of infectious disease via, for example, deposition and drying of respiratory drops (116).

Similarly, studies have investigated drop drying on porous substrates, using the structure of the
porous media to construct large-scale networks. In this context, the liquid bridges formed in the
interstices of the porous media have been exploited to obtain a connected network of particles
upon evaporation. Researchers have constructed gold wire networks of different topologies, of
centimeter length scales, by drying gold nanoparticle suspensions on 2D crystals of latex particles
(117).

7.3. Local Heating of Drying Drops

Differential evaporation from the surface of a drying sessile drop, the main cause of evaporation-
driven internal flows, eventually manifests as deposit patterns of various morphologies.Therefore,
it is natural to perturb the evaporation rate and investigate the consequences. One way to do so is
by heating the apex of the drop with a laser beam, which generates flows toward the apex because
(a) evaporation is enhanced at the apex (118) and (b) buoyancy forces come into play (119). The
coffee ring does not form; instead, a central deposition occurs. Furthermore, experiments using
drops with fluorescent double-stranded DNA showed that the drop continuously depins upon
heating of the apex (118). In other words, drop evaporation occurs in CCA mode and not in CCR
mode, which may, again, be a consequence of the reversed flow field. More importantly, this con-
tinuous depinning of the contact line also assists in central deposition. The use of laser-induced
hydrothermal flows to control particle deposition at colloidal length scales is termed optically di-
rected assembly (119). In contrast, instead of heating the apex, if the entire substrate is heated, the
overall evaporation rate may increase, but the characteristics of the internal flows (as discussed in
Section 4.3), and therefore the deposit patterns,will remain the same.The drying of gold nanopar-
ticle dispersion drops, when illuminated with a 532-nm laser at the drop apex, creates Marangoni
flows owing to the plasmonic effect, leaving coffee-eye-like deposits after complete evaporation
of the solvent. The possibility of achieving deposit patterns of various morphologies has been
demonstrated via changes in the illumination conditions (120).
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7.4. Drops Drying on Inclined Substrates

A detailed discussion of the role of gravity in pattern formation of drying drops can be found else-
where (62). Experiments on drying water drops on inclined substrates have revealed that the total
time of evaporation, also called the lifetime of the drop, is a nonmonotonic function of substrate
inclination.The longest lifetime occurs when drops rest on a vertical substrate (90° orientation) as
the substrate inclination is changed from 0° to 180° (121). When on an inclined substrate, drops
can distort because of gravity; therefore, they are characterized by advancing and receding con-
tact angles (122, 123). This distortion changes the drop surface area available for evaporation. In
addition, depending on the drop volume and substrate properties, the pinning of the contact line
can be affected by substrate inclination. These aspects can significantly influence the rate of liquid
loss from drops on an inclined substrate, in turn affecting evaporation-driven flows and thus the
distribution of particles in the dried deposits.

In the case of particle-laden drops placed on an inclined substrate, gravity can affect pattern
formation in two different ways—either directly, by inducing a buoyancy force on the particles,
or indirectly, by deforming the shape of the drop. In addition, the inclination of the substrate can
modify fluid flow inside the evaporating drop (124). An uneven distribution of particles in the cof-
fee stains (e.g., the asymmetric patterns shown in Figure 3e) is one of the most common features
reported when drops are dried on substrates oriented at different angles (28, 53–55). Asymmetric
coffee stains form when drops containing spherical particles of different sizes (60 nm to 3 µm in
diameter), ellipsoidal particles, and rodlike particles are dried on substrates at various inclinations
(28, 54, 55). Naturally, the anisotropy in the distribution of particles disappears and a coffee-ring
pattern forms when the size of the drops is of the order of nanoliters (i.e., when the drops are too
small to be affected by gravity) (54). Although more particles can be concentrated at the receding
or advancing side of the deposit, depending on the pinning/depinning dynamics of the contact
line (53), recent results have unambiguously demonstrated that more particles accumulate at the
lower part or advancing side of the pattern (28, 54, 55).

Different mechanisms have been put forward to explain the asymmetric deposition of particles
formed on inclined substrates. These include curvature-driven interfacial particle transport (28),
splitting or breakup of the drop at the final stage of the evaporation process (54), and an inter-
play among different contributions to the velocity of particles (55). On the theory and simulation
front, investigators have developed analytical and numerical tools to estimate drop deformation,
a model based on lubrication theory for thin drops, and a numerical strategy that aims to under-
stand the influence of various parameters on patterns when drops are dried on oriented substrates
(53, 125–127).

8. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Drying drops of liquids exhibit rich and interesting dynamics. Despite the hierarchy of the
phenomena involved, the main force that drives the nonequilibrium processes in the system is
evaporation that occurs as a result of a rather nontrivial aspect, namely the shape of the drop. The
dynamics become richer when the drops contain dispersed entities such as colloidal particles of
spherical or nonspherical shapes,miscible or immiscible fluids, living organisms or synthetic active
particles, biological material such as DNA and blood cells, salts and sugars, surface-active agents
such as surfactants, or polymers. A variety of features emerge from an evaporating drop because
the associated processes span various phenomena at different length and timescales. For exam-
ple, heat, mass, and momentum transfer processes create temperature, concentration, and velocity
fields in and around the evaporating drop. Interfacial phenomena, such as the mechanics of the
three-phase contact line, dictate the geometry of the drying drop and the mode of evaporation.
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The collective dynamics, transport, and fate of the dispersed entities are determined by colloidal
processes such as electrostatic- and wettability-triggered interactions between these entities or the
interactions of the entities with the solid and fluid interfaces. Clearly, continuum-scale processes
and colloid- and surface-scale processes act in tandem in a drying drop. Thus, drying drops and
the patterns they leave behind represent an attractive area of study from the perspective of both
fundamental science and applications.

Due to the variety and nature of the processes involved at various scales, current research seems
to be taking two different directions. The first involves drying drops of complex fluids, which pri-
marily modify the microscopic interactions between the dispersed entities and the surrounding
environment, thereby altering the colloidal science in the system. The second involves drying
drops in complex configurations, where macroscopic transport phenomena, mainly the evapo-
ration process, are altered. Even in situ measurements and characterization of temperature and
velocity profiles in the case of a simple sessile drop are challenging. Research in both directions is
ongoing, and significant progress in certain aspects has been made. However, our understanding
remains incomplete, as discussed in Sections 6 and 7.Needless to say, the combination of these two
cases is much less well investigated. While this review has been devoted essentially to analyzing
the evaporation of and resulting patterns from a single drop, mass transfer–mediated interaction
between multiple drops is a promising field of research (128–131).

The lack of a complete understanding of the relevant processes in a drying drop is also reflected
in the literature as the absence of a predictive theory or a universal simulation model that can
be used in a variety of situations. While this lack is understandable, considering the complexity
and the range of scales involved in the problem, further efforts are required to unify the existing
framework of models.

The two major potential applications of studying drying drops of colloidal dispersions are
(a) achieving self-assembly of nanoparticles and colloidal particles on unprecedentedly long length
scales and (b) suppressing inhomogeneous distributions of particles in dried patterns, desirable
in printing and coating applications. Significant investigations have been devoted to both ap-
plications; however, a reliable and universal solution has yet to emerge and be practiced. Still
another projected application is the development of low-cost medical devices for disease diagnosis.
Significant progress has yet to be made in this direction as well.
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